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ABSTRACT 

 

Now a days technology is growing up rapidly. We can make use of technology in our day to day life. If we use 

technology for blind people then they can perform their day to day activities with ease. We are preparing smart 

goggle which will improve the life of visually impaired people by helping them in moving from one position to 

another. We are using two technologies namely IOT and Machine Learning .We are making IOT device which 

has headphones. It will detect which object is present in front of blind person and the distance of that object from 

person. It will not only give information about object present in front of him/her but also it will detect the object 

present at depth like stairs and pot holes. It will calibrate  height of person and depth of the obstacle present 

below the feet. This information will be collected and passed via headphones. We are using sensor, which will 

be placed on the Arduino UNO and NANO which has all application of machine learning over it. Machine 

Learning for processing the overall data and information about the obstacle present. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Physically impaired people are those people who are 

not able to identify the obstacle present in their way. 

They may be totally blind or partially blind. As they 

cannot see the obstacle, communication and day to 

day activities are highly affected. They cannot perform 

the work easily, so we are preparing a device that will 

help them to detect obstacle for proper movement. 

 

According to 2011 survey, there are 285 million blind 

people all over the world out of which 39 million 

people are completely blind and 246 million are 

partially blind. The necessity of eye donation is 40000 

but the availability is only 8000. So there is big 

difference in need and availability. In order to 

overcome this problem, there is need to develop a 

modern technology like IOT and Machine Learning to 

improve the life of blind person by detecting obstacle 

presenting in the way.  The project aim at 

implementing technologies like IOT and Machine 

Learning in preparing   smart goggles. These goggles 

consists of sensors which detect the obstacles in 

direction  like right, left, front, upward and downward 

(senses the pit) on the road. These goggles not only 

find the obstacles but also give the distance of that 

obstacle from person. The information about obstacles 

is provided to blind person as output in the form of 

voice through headphones. Thus, main objective is to 

prepare a goggle with low price, reduced size, reliable 

and it will improve the quality of life of visually 

impaired people. 
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Fig 1 : Structure of Smart Goggle 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

 Kote Shubham (2017) [2] have designed a smart glass 

whose objective is to give users the confidence to 

move around in unfamiliar environment. This system 

detects obstacle using Android App. The advantage 

about this system is it provides high detection rate on 

selected surrounding. The disadvantage about this 

system is, it is not having powerful camera to captured 

images. For using this system the basic knowledge 

about Android application is must, so use of this device 

has some limitations. This system could be advanced 

with GPS System and powerful camera.  

 

 Mohamedarif Regade (2019) [1] proposed the system 

that makes the effective product by using latest 

technology like supersonic waves, GSM, GPS which 

will help user to walk straight on corridor in an 

internal atmosphere. Visually impaired person can 

make use of this stick for making himself comfortable 

with surrounding. But disadvantage about the stick is 

it may not properly work in slippery floor and 

fireplace. It is not handy in nature. This system could 

be enhanced by using programmable wheels which 

will steer the stick off from the obstacle. 

 

R Mohanapriya (2016) [5] worked on development of 

a glass which involves technique like image 

acquisition, feature extraction, feature matching, 

pattern recognition and template matching. It will 

result in detecting moving vehicle on the road and 

traffic signal and informing user through audio 

commands. The advantage about this system is, it is 

capable of detecting vehicles on the road in order to 

make person aware about the vehicles on the road in 

the traffic area. The disadvantage of this system is that 

is not having any module for depth detection, so the 

depth will not be calculated properly. In future, we 

can add GPS module to detect the place.  

 

 Jingiang Bai (2015) [6] has developed a glass to 

overcome the travelling difficulty for visually 

impaired people. They use depth sensor and ultrasonic 

sensor for detecting obstacles. The advantage about 

this system is it will help them to move safely and 

efficiently in complicated indoor environment. Sensor 

used in this device are simple and with low cost. They 

have used depth camera for calculating depth. But the 

disadvantage is depth will not be calculated properly 

if the image captured is not clear. 

 

Ankita Bhuniya (2017) [3] developed a system which 

can detect obstacles in five direction (front, right, left, 

back , below). The advantage about this system is 

having multilingual audio feedback system which uses 

10 language based audio feedback system so that it can 

be comfortably used by people all over the globe. The 

disadvantage about this system is it will be not be 

useful for deaf person. 

 

 Esra Ali Hassan el At (2017) [4] developed a glass for 

visually impaired people using low cost bard raspberry 

pi 2 and camera. The advantage about this system is it 

is chip as compared to other device. These glasses are 

designed for recognition of text. It is especially 

designed for the enhancing the reading capability of a 

blind person. The disadvantage- it is not able to find 

the distance of obstacle from a person. However if we 

add different modules to the system then more 

features can be added to it. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

 

This paper presents a survey on device for visually 

impaired people, which will enhance their life by 

helping them for movement in surrounding. We have 

made survey about different devices which are used 

for physically impaired people. Many devices are 

available which will improve the life of blind person. 

This paper contains survey about different devices like 

smart glasses, smart assistances system, smart stick 

which will provide functionalities like obstacle 

detection, image capturing, depth measurement, 

vehicle detection, multilingual audio feedback system, 

text recognition etc. We are studying all the features 

of available devices to produce a device which will 

provide multiple functionalities at same place. 
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